
CHAPTER IV
IS PHILOSOPHY WORTH WHILE?

Or.rr taking up philosophy for the first time is probably im-
pressed, and possibly frightened, by the magnitude of the subjects
under discussion. It seems quite presumptuous to study such irn-
mense questions as the nature of reality, the meaning and purpose of
the world, and the value of life. The scientist, who devotes himself
to a snug little corner of reality - for instance, animal morphology,
geological strata, or political organization - is perhaps inclined to
criticize the philosopher for the largeness of his field.

The scientist, however, whatever his domain, soon finds that it is
anything but a snug little corner. It is revealed as so immense and
has so many interrelations, and reaches out to so many other sciences

that he is almost forced into philosophy himself ceases, at
any rate, to criticize the latter because of its largeness.

Nevertheless, there have been schools of thinkers who, frightened
or repelled by the vastness of the proble-s of philosophy, have re-
fused to enter upon their study. Two such schools may be men-
tioned here, the Positivists and the Sceptics.

Positiaism
The Positive Philosophy is a technical term applied by ttre

French philosopher, Auguste Comte (1798-1857), to his view of tne
world. Comte believed that the search for first causes, ultimate
reality, and all such things, is rvholly vain. The human mind must
confine itself to actual facts, to phenomeruL, as we call them; that is,

to things as they appear in our actual experience. It is useless to try
to find out what lies back of phenomena, about things in themselves.

Philosophy must limit itself to Ciscovering the relationships between
phenomena and their invariable modes of behavior.

Comte's interests were in sociolog!, e science of which he claimed
to be the founder; and he thought that scientific methods might be

applied to the study of society to the end of greatly increasing human
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welfare. Positivism, therefore, really amounts to this: Science is the
final stage of human thought. It deals with what is certain, useful,
positive, especially with what is useful for perfecting our social
institutions. No one would care to disagree with Comte in his
emphasis upon the value of science, nor would many, perhaps, ques-
tion his opinion regarding the supremely important position of the
social sciences. Few possibly would agree with him that the study
of wider philosophical problems is vain. In the next chapter we
shall see what Max Planck thinks of Positivism.

Scepticistn
Another school which would discourage us from approaching the

mount of philosophy is that of the Sceptics. Scepticism first ap-
peared in ancient Greece in the time of the Sophists. Gorgias, for in-
stance, said that nothing exists; if it did, we could not know it; if we
codd know it, we could not communicate our knowledge to others.
Later, in the Graeco-Roman period, Scepticism took the form of a
"school" of philosophy led by Pyrrho. Although these thinkers
came after the brilliant age of Socrates, Plato, Democritus, and
Aristotle, and the many Greek triumphs in the fields of mattrematics,
logic, metaphysics, and ethics, nevertheless, they despaired of gain-
ing knowledge. They were fond of pointing out the contradictions
in the opinions of philosophers and of asserting in quite a dogmatic
fashion, unbecoming, as one would ttrink, in a Sceptic, that knowl-
edge is impossible. The condusion which t}.y drew also seems
strange to us. They thought it better to suspend judgment on all
the questions that the philosophers had discussed about God and the
soul and tle world, and thereby attain for themselves mental poise
and tranquillity. This was a ctraracteristic Greek attitude. The
Greeks, especially of the later period, wanted to live in a tidy, well-
ordered, and circumscribed world. It disturbed and perplexed the
Stoics, Epicureans, and Sceptics to labor with the unending prob-
lems which philosophy offers. All the Greek schools, therefore, after
Aristotle, sought for some philosophy of life which should free their
minds from fear and afford equanimity and peace.

In modem times, scepticis,m in the Greek sense has almost passed
away. The most distinguished Sceptic of modern times was Dav'id
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Hume (t7u-76), but even his scepticism is not the radical slashing
kind of the Greeks, but rattrer a critical inquiry into the actual limits
of knowledge. Faint-hearted resignation does not commend itself to
our modern genius. A resolute and hopeful facing of every problem
with persistent and undaunted efforts to solve it - this is the
modern spirit. Philosophers may differ, human' judgment may be
fallible, our senses may deceive us; but we will find out which of t.he
philosophers is right, how wrong judgment may be righted, and how
tle deception of the senses may be corrected. The modern spirit is
one of courage and adventure. Hardship and death attended ttre
discovery of the Antarctic pole; but all difficulties were surmounted
and the pole was visited. Two students were discussing their
courses of study. One said, "I am going to specialize in organic
chemistry." ttWhy? " asked the other. t'Because," said the first,
"I believe it offers more probl,ems now than any other subject."
There is plenty of doubt in modern thought, but it acts, not as an
anodyne to lull us into equanimity, but as a spur to drive us to fur-
ttrer and more persistent inquiry. Hence doubt has an important
function in our philosophizing, not only spurring us to action, but
discouraging dogmatism. Bertrand Russell speaks of "liberating
doubt." t'Philosophy," he says, "removes the somewhat arrogant
dogmatism of those who have traveled into the region of liberating
doubt and it keeps alive our sense of wonder by showing familiar
ttrings in an unfamiliar aspect."

"Rather I pize the doubt
Low kinds exist without,
Finished and finite dods, untroubled by a spark."

Browning would surely have little sympathy with one who should
say ttrat the questions of philoSophy cannot be answered; therefore,
we should not raise them. To him life is an eternal adventure, an

endless process of development, in which

"We fall to rise, are bafled to flght better."

Doubt and even bewilderment beset the student in the purzuit of
philosophy, but to raise the doubt, pursue the truttr, and hope to
attain it - this is the great adventure of the human spirit.

lVe hear more now of Agnosticism tlan of Scepticism. The term
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was first used by Huxley, but has usually been associated with the
name of Herbert Spencer. In its Greek origr.n it means "without
knowledge." Spencer believed that absolute knowledge is im-
possible. All linowledge is relative and cannot go further than such

facts as matter, motion, force, and consciousness, and all these are

merely slmrbols or modes of the Unknowable. Spencer's Agnosti-
cism is thus only a form of Positivism, and not of the extreme t54re,

since he goes further in his assertions about the Unknowable than a

positivist would feel entitled to do.
Huxley used the word in a religious sense to indicate his belief that,

ttrough we may not deny the existence of ftd, we can know nothing
of his real nature. This is the more corlmon meaning of the word
Agnostiri.rrro now. In philosophy it is generally used in its Spen-

cerian sense, indicating that human knowledge is relative and lim-
ited, so that knowledge of ultimate reality is impossible. There
would seem to be little to criticize in such a guarded Agnosticism as

this, but in general Agnosticism is too apt to emphasize the limita-
tions of knowledge, sometimes having a flavor of dogmatism,
confidently affirming that the kind of knowledge which philosophy
seeks is unattainable, thus going beyond the more modest attitude
of doubt. It is therefore contrary to the spirit of philosophy, which
is that of persistent, unwearied inquiry. One writer speaks of t}e
aguostic as a quitter"'

Some world aieu inaitable
The fact is that the whole discussion as to whether we shall or shall

not enter upon the study of pMosophy was settled long ago by
Aristotle when he said, "Whether we will philosophize or whether we
won't philosophize, we must philosophize." Wisely Edwin Wallace
said, " Consciously or unconsciously every man frames for himself a
theory of the relation of the individual to the universe, and on his
attitude to that question his whole tfe and conduct, public and
private, depend."

Most people who decry the study of philosophy have a system of
their own often quite complete. Some theory of God they have, if
only it is to deny that there is any C'od. Some theory of the universe

' Scudder Klyce, in his Ureiacrset D. g.
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they have, if only the three-story view of "Heaven above, Hell be-
Iow, and the Earth in between." Some theory of values they have,
if only t.hat personal gain is the highest good. Since, then, we are all
to have some theory of life and the world, it will be well to have as
intelligent a theory as possible, formed after a critical and historical
study. It will be well to study the great world views of the great
world thinkers, of Plato, Aristotle, Saint Augustine, Spinoza, Kant,
Danrin, Royce, and James. We shall be surprised to fod, if we
follow the history of philosophy down to tle present, how great has
been the progress in really solving many of the difficult problems,
and how idle is the complaint that they cannot be solved.

There is a general impression that metaphysical inquiries are
especially bafling, and that the history of philosophy is a history of
speculative theories, quite in contrast to the steady and triumphant
progress of the physical sciences. It is true that tremendous prog-
ress has been made in the physical sciences in the last hundred
years; but it is also true that the history of science is a history of
discarded theories. Recently some of our most cherished beliefs
respecting the Eudidean geometry, the Newtonian physics, and the
Darwinian tleory of evolution have been called in question, and in
late years our theories of the constitution of matter have been revG
lutionized. Nevertheless, there has been a steady and brilliant
advance. Precisely the same is true of philosophy. I should say
that in the last twenty-five years progress in philosophy has been

quite as rapid and quite as brilliant as progress in science, if, ipdeed,
we wish to make any sharp contrast between them.

fn some respects, indeed, t'science" has made less progress than
"philosophy" -its most general conceptions would astonish neither
Aristotle nor Descartes, could they revisit our earth. The composition
of ttrings from elements, their evolution, the conservation of energy,
the idea of a universal determinism, would seem to them commonplace
enough - the little things, the microscopes, electric lights, telephones,
and details of the sciences,'would be to them the awe-inspiring things.
But if they opened our books on metaphysics, or visited a philosophic
lecture room, everything would sound strange. The whole idealistic or
"critical" attitude of our time would be novel, and it would be long
before tley took it in.'

! William James, Sotc Problmts of Philosolly (Longmans, Green and Company), p.24. See
also the article by James Ward on " The Progress of Philosophy " in Mitd, t5, no. Lvru, cerryiag
the same thought.
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Science not to be confused. with applied, science

I suppose the reason that the advance in science seems so much
greater than the advance in philosophy is because our attention is
usually fixed on the brilliant results of the special sciences in the
mechanic and industrial arts. It is not science, but applied science,

that is meant. We have become accustomed to swell with pride
when we think of what science has done for man. Every school-
girl knows by heart the long list of benefits which it has conferred,
the wireless telegraph and telephone, the ocean greyhound, the
limited express, the automobile, the aerial mail, the long list of
time-savers and labor-savers adding to our daily comfort; the con-
quest of disease through public sanitation, antiseptic surgery, and
preventive medicine; the application of chemistry to agriculture,
and the shortening of the hours of labor by the invention of ma-

chinery.
Lately, however, and especially since the Great War, one hears

less about the benefits conferred upon humanity by the mechanic
arts. The social crisis through which the world is now struggling
has led many to question, not the value of the physical sciences,

nor even that of applied science, but the direction in which science

has been applied. Perhaps the most conspicuous of the " triumphs"
of applied science has been in the art of war, which actually threatens
the destruction of our civilization. One muses also on our count-
less time-saving devices, wondering whether they have given us

any more time for things really important. Are labor-saving in-
ventions a benefit to humanity unless they are accompanied by a
knowledge of how to use the new leisure? Has the moral and in-
tellectual and aesthetic education of man advanced at equal pace

with the progress of the mechanic arts, so that he can be trusted
with his suddenly acquired wealth and leisure? Is it possible that
our method of combating disease by protecting us from infective
agencies may have the effect of weakening our resistance to disease?

Is it true, as Todd says, that a pasteurized and sanitized society
is not necessarily progressive or dynamic?

All these questions set us thinking. It is just possible that too
much attention has been given to applied science and not enough

to applied philosophy. Or perhaps science has been applied in

5r
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the wrong directions. Possibly, instead of applying it with such
dazzltng success to the arts of war, to tle increase of wealth, and
to the accumulation of externalities, it should have been applied
more to education, and to the conservation of racial, moral, and
economic values. We have acquired too much wealth and not
enough wisdom.

By virtue of the advancement that has long been going on u'ittr ever
accelerated logaritlmic rapidity in invention, in mathematics, iD
physics, in chemistry, in biology, in astronomy, and in applications of
them, time and space and matter have been already conquered to such
an extent tlat our globe, once so seemingly vast, has virtually shrunken
to the dimensions of an ancient province; and manifold peoples of
divers tongues and traditions and customs and institutions are now
constrained to live together as in a single community. There is thus
demanded a new ethical wisdom, a new legal wisdom, a new economic
wisdom, a new political wisdom, a new wisdom in tle affairs of govenr-
ment. For tle new visions our anguished times cry aloud but the only
answers are reverberated echoes of tle wailing cry mingled r*-ith the
chattering voices of excited public men who know not what to do.
Why? What is the explanation? The question is double: lYhy tle
disease? And why no remedy at hand? The ansrver is the same for
both. And tle answer is that tle so-called sciences of ethics and
jurisprudence and economics and politics and government have not
kept pace with the rapid progress made in tle other great affairs of
man; they have lagged behind; it is because of their laggng that the
world has come to be in so great distress; and it is because of their
lagging that ttrey have not now the needed wisdom to effect a cure....

At present the future of mankind is dark. "Stop, look, and listen"

- the prudent caution at railroad crossings - must be amended to
read "stop, look, listen, and THINK"; not for the saving of a few lives
in railroad accidents, but for the preservation of the life of humanity.'

Students of philosophy, therefore, need no longer be frightened
away by " comparison of the meager fruits of philosophy with the
richer fruits of science. If by philosophy we mean not systems of
metaphysics or futile discussions about ttre Absolute, but rather
the search for wisdom, the appraisement of values, and the careful
logical analysis of concepts, it seems to be just what the world needs
now.

' Alfred Korrybski, Manhooilol Eumotily (E. P. Dutton and Company), pp. 2o,2r,3o. By
permission of the publishers.
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But after all it is not what we need, which interests us, but what
we want. One of the deep impulses of the human mind is the
craving to know. Curiosity is a characteristic instinctive reactionl
scientific curiosity has always been a powerful incentive to scien-
tific research. We love to pry into nature's secretsl we wish to
understand the world arourd us - its source, its meaning, its
probable future.

Part of the value of science is intellectual. It would be a dull mind
that could see tle rich variety of natural phenomena without wonder-
ing how they are inter-related. Quite apart from all questions of
practical utility, the modern mind feels strongly urged to syntlesize
ttre phenomena it observes, to try to combine happenings in the ex-
ternal world under general laws.'

We recall the words of the poet Lessing: Did the Almighty,
holding in his right hand Truth and in his left Search Alter Truth,
deign to tender me the one I might prefer - in all humility, but
without hesitation, I should request Seorch Afler Truth.

In connection with this chapter read:
Cassius J. Keyser. The EumanWorth of Rigorous Thinking (Columbia Uni-

versity Press), chap. r.
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